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A. PROPOSAL

The inserted paragraph 3.2.12., amend to read:

"3.2.12. No later than two years of the date of entry into force of this amendment, in the case of tyres manufactured using the “bead to bead” process as defined in paragraph 2.37.3., or any process in which the sidewall material is renewed, first approved after [1 January 2009] shall have the identification referred to in paragraph 2.21.4. shall be placed only immediately after the rim diameter marking referred to in paragraph 2.21.3."

* * *

B. JUSTIFICATION

The amendments align the positioning of the tyre to rim fitment configuration within the tyre size designation with recent agreed changes to Regulation No. 75, Motorcycle Tyres.

The suggested addition of paragraph 3.2.12. relates to the date of introduction of this requirement for tyres produced using the "bead to bead" process where the sidewall material of the original tyre is replaced with new material, thereby covering the original tyre markings. In the case of tyres produced without renewal of the sidewall material, the requirement will follow automatically from the requirement to mark new tyres in accordance with similar amendments to Regulation No. 54. It is considered that two years will be a sufficiently long period to allow the retread tyre industry to modify moulds without great hardship or cost, particularly in view of the small number of tyres bearing a tyre to rim fitment configuration identification.